4 Channel, 96kHz / 24 bit Digital Mixer
High fidelity sound (32 bit sound processor)
61 Fully Assignable MIDI Controls
4 Sound Colour Effects
4 Digital Inputs
13 Beat Effects including Roll Sampler
Large Bright Dot Matrix Display
Rotary kit (option)

DJM-800
Fully Assignable Midi Mixer
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DJM-800

Specifications

Fully Assignable
Midi Mixer

Sampling Rate

96kHz / 24bit

Power Requirements

AC 220 ~ 240 V, 50/60Hz

Pioneer’s powerful new four-channel DJM-800

Power Consumption

30W

digital mixer puts immense connectivity and

Weight

7.5 kg

creative control right at your fingertips. With

Dimensions (W x D x H)

320 x 381 x 108 mm

first-class sonic fidelity, vast MIDI versatility

Frequency Response

20Hz ~ 20kHz

and an innovative approach to harmonic

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Line: 106dB / Phono: 88dB / Mic 84dB

mixing, it is all set to expand and improve the

Total Harmonic Distortion

0.005% or less

exciting techniques available to DJs around
the world.
Loaded with an amazing array of features and
jaw-dropping effects, its high-end 96kHz/24
bit A/D converter is complemented by 61 fully
assignable MIDI controls while its adjustable
‘sound colour effects’ include harmonic
control of musical key changes. Designed for
professional use in clubs and studios alike,
the awe-inspiring DJM-800 offers creative
freedom and complete digital control!
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